The transcription network regulating melanocyte development and melanoma.
The enormous variety of pigmentation phenotypes in nature reflects a series of remarkable events that begin in the neural crest and end with the manufacture and distribution of pigment by mature melanocytes located in the epidermis and hair follicles. While the origins of melanoblasts from multipotent precursors in the neural crest is striking in itself, yet more so is the fact that these pioneer melanoblasts manage to undertake and survive their long migration, and in doing so proliferate and maintain their identity before ultimately arriving at their destination and undergoing differentiation. With the application of the powerful combination of genetics and molecular and cell biology the mystery surrounding the genesis of the melanocyte lineage is slowly being unravelled. At its heart is the powerful alliance between signal transduction and transcription that coordinates the program of gene expression that confers on a cell its identity, provides its passport for migration, and instructs it in the arts of survival and timely reproduction. The realization that the proliferation and migration of melanoblasts during development resembles closely the proliferation and metastasis of melanoma, a highly dangerous and increasingly common cancer, serves to highlight the value of the melanocyte system as a model for addressing key issues of general significance in both development and cancer.